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Imagine standing in line for your movie on the streaming service and then using a gaming device to play the movie on your TV. It's exhausting, isn't it? Well, it was actually the inspiration for Google Home - Google's app for optimizing the selection and management of various content streaming services. This mobile app
controls your Chromecast device and displays your favorite movies, TV series and websites on your TV. Basically turning your Android or iOS phone into a remote control. The combination of app devices is a low-cost streaming solution anywhere, anytime. Google Home's all-encompassing features have made it an
unrivalled streaming service. Before downloading Google Home on your smartphone, you need to understand how Chromecast works. The video-capable model must be connected to the HDMI port and requires an internet connection via Wi-Fi. Meeting these requirements is important when choosing the Chromecast
model you buy. The third generation is compatible with most devices because it supports 1080p video at 60fps or less. The latest model, chromecast Ultra, supports 4k resolution content and high-dynamic range in both HDR10 and Dolby Vision. You can also connect the monitor to the Ethernet port to take into account
the speed of the fast network needed to stream HD content. The Ultra also works 1.8 times faster than previous models, primarily because you need to plug it into a wall socket. So neither the third generation or Ultra version is better than the others. The fun will really all depend on your bandwidth ability to flow. On the
big screen you can always trust Google to take a minimalist approach to the interface. The Google Home app is no exception. The homepage looks unabashed, even if it displays all the features you need right on the screen. It is also the easiest and easiest own protocol of any streaming equipment. This is because
Chromecast is adapting to the current operating system. Whether you're an Android or Apple user, you can seamlessly control your Chromecast experience directly from your phone or tablet. Unlike the mirror screen, Google Home is a bridge between the smartphone and Chromecast. The app instructs the device to
select the signal directly from your streaming service. For example, you're planning a binging series on Netflix. All you have to do is open the series on the app, click Cast, and it should immediately play on your TV. Once it's played, you can pause, rewind, fast forward and adjust the volume right on your phone. It's an
easy-to-follow and easy way to set up. So, don't worry if this is your first time using the device. Your The marathon is only a few clicks away. Content for a few daysJust about every major video and audio provider is compatible with Google Home. Hulu, YouTube, Pandora, Spotify, HBO Go/Now, PlayStation Vue - you
name it, Gogole Home can play. Along with entertainment points, you can also display your Google Photos on TV, listen to Google Play Music or even show your extensive library of Google Play Movies. These features come in handy at parties or large gatherings when you want your media to get away without a hitch.
Where can you run this program? The Google Home app is compatible with the latest versions of Android and iOS smartphones, starting with Android 5.0 and iOS 10.1. The app works with all Google devices, including Chromecast (3rd Gen), Chromecast Ultra, Chromecast Audio, as well as TVs and speakers with
Chromecast already built in. Is there a better alternative? Leading among its competitors Amazon Fire TV. The streaming service is similar to Chromecast in that it is also affordable and easy to use. The device works with the same websites as Chromecast, but with the addition of Amazon Prime TV. It stands out from
other apps, offering a wide range of video games. But Chromecast is still a clear winner because Fire TV is controlled by Amazon's virtual assistant, Alexa.Google Home leads the way for future streaming services. It has all the features you need for a comfortable night of binging series, movies and music. Best of all,
Chromecast is incredibly affordable. It's a great addition to any home - whether you live alone, with family or with friends. Should you download it? Yes! It offers copious suggestions for your personal entertainment in the comfort of your home. Photo: GoogleHere is an exciting event that most people (myself included)
probably never thought to happen: Now you can stream Apple Music directly to Google Chromecast with an Android device. If it sounds too easy, don't worry; There is a caveat. Right now, this feature is only present in the latest beta version of Apple Music, so those who use the regular version of the app will need to
make a few changes before you can throw your music: Opt in the beta version of the Apple Music Android app via the Google Play Store.Once you've joined, you'll need to wait for the app to update the beta. This can be automatic; It can also be delayed. If you haven't seen the update go through on the Google Play
Store, consider resetting your device, checking again, and waiting patiently otherwise. Once your app is updated to beta, you'll now be able to stream your Apple Music to Chromecast.Screenshot: Brendan Hesse (Apple Music Android App) To throw Apple Music on Chromecast, you should be within reach of Chromecast
or Chromecast-equipped device. In the Apple Music app, tap the Cast icon (it looks like a short rectangle with a Wi-Fi signal in the bottom left corner). Choose the Chromecast device you want to use and the music should start on a connected device in a few minutes. You can continue to use your phone and control
playback in the Apple Music app as usual during the casting. This is a great update for those of us who share a great smartphone split. It is still important to remember that the beta version of the software can be inconsistent. If you notice any som, error or compatibility issues, you can use the same beta link above to go
back to the normal version of the app. Welcome to Plugged Basics, a set of tips, tips, guides and tips on how easy it is to get most of your gadgets, apps and other things. Chromecasting is amazing. Now most modern TVs and lots of smart devices have functionality, you can get video from your phone to the big screen
seamlessly. But as convenient as Chromecast technology is, there's one major drawback: streaming your own video. Yes, casting Netflix or YouTube is as easy as pressing a button, but what if there is a file on your computer you would like to watch on your Chromecast device or Android TV? Trickier, right? Well, we're
here to help you. How do I transfer local files to Chromecast or Android TV? The easiest way to do this is - unsurprisingly for what's called Chromecasting - using Google Chrome. So, in this guide, this is what we're going to focus on. The first thing you want to do is download the app, Videostream. You can do it here. It's
a Videostream, but you probably could guess that. Once Videostream is all downloaded and installed, you are close to streaming all your sweet files on your Chromecast or Android TV. You should be able to try it out. The next thing you need to do is open the app. This should lead to a new tab to open in Chrome that will
look like this: At this point, you just need to press the Select Video button in the middle of the box - but I probably didn't need to tell you that. Then select a file from this menu: Once you've chosen the file you want to throw, you'll get a small pop-up asking you to select the device you want to stream. It will look like this:
You choose the Chromecast you want to stream and, BOOM, your video download will play the screen of choice in an instant. Another option for streaming local files to your Chromecast or Android TV While Videostream has always worked well and provided many hours of stuttering free entertainment, this may not be
for everyone - especially if you don't have Chrome. So, thank you Mr. VLC is here to help. If you don't know, VLC is the hands down of the greatest media player ever existed. It works on almost every OS and you can download it here. Using VLC to send local files to a Chromecast device is easy. Just download the file,
go to the menu at the top, and then go to the Renderer section. From there, you'll be able to choose the device you choose. It should look like this: So you have! An easy way local and downloaded files on your Chromecast or Android TV. Thank you later. For more gear, gadget, and hardware news and reviews, follow
Connected on Twitter and Flipboard. Published May 11, 2020 - 11:46 UTC Source: Phil Nickinson/Cordcutters Best Chromecast Alternatives Android Central 2020 Google Chromecast remains one of the simplest solutions for wireless streaming between devices anywhere there is a reliable Wi-FI signal. It works for
streaming entertainment at home, making a conference room presentation at work, or as a quick way to share videos in class. However, if you rely solely on Chromecast for wireless streaming in 2020, now may be the perfect time to upgrade. We recommend the new and improved NVIDIA Shield TV (2019), which
provides the best Android TV experience along with the wireless functionality and compact design of Chromecast.Source:Phil Nickinson/Cordcutters NVIDIA has been owning the Android TV streaming box segment with the same NVIDIA Shield TV hardware for many years. In 2019, it has finally given us a new look with
an updated processor that provides all the features needed to keep up with the new competition in the streaming space. A new TV shield is a tubular-shaped device that is designed to hide behind a TV - just like Chromecast does - while delivering the best that Android TV has to offer. This means you get the best of
Google's apps and services designed specifically for television from the Google Play Store, along with NVIDIA's own gaming-focused services. There's support for both 4K and HDR content, and both Dolby Vision and Atmos where it's available. The new Tegra X1 chipset is designed for gaming, and NVIDIA's impressive
AI-enhanced extension effect, which takes 1080p video and bumps into details to make it look closer to 4K. When it kicks in, it's a noticeable update. But some compromises had to be made to reduce the size of the TV shield, most noticeable in the internal storage department. With just 8GB of internal storage, you'll
want to use this microSD slot if you plan to download your own media or download games from the Play Store. We've put together the best options for Shield TV from a modest 32GB card to a whopping 512GB. Shield TV also offers great support for Bluetooth accessories and includes an updated remote control with
smart backlighting and re-buttons. You can connect wireless headphones or speakers, a keyboard to enter login credentials and search for things to view, or a game controller. This is really the ultimate piece of technology for living room entertainment. Yes, and on top of all those why this is the best alternative to
Chromecast, it also functions perfectly as a Chromecast target itself. The tube design is compact and easy to set up Best Support for Google Expandable Storage apps and services using microSD support for And NVIDIA's impressive AI-upscaling No HDMI cable included only 8GB of NVIDIA's internal storage allowing
the stream of almost everything NVIDIA Shield TV is a powerful and sleek solution that offers an all-in-one entertainment console for your living room. Source: Cordcutters If you're on the Amazon Alexa side of the ongoing BATTLE of AI assistants, you'd better go with the Fire TV product for your home entertainment.
Fire TV Stick 4K not only offers great value, but it's also virtually future proof with 4K, UHD, HDR 10, and Dolby Vision support. Just like Chromecast, the Fire TV Stick 4K is a compact key that connects to the HDMI port on the back of the TV and is hidden from view while in use. You also get a remote control that
includes a microphone that lets you search and monitor your favorite media through Alexa, although other than that it's pretty simple. It's thin, all-black, and lacks the function of remote looking or backlighting, which is bad news if you have a habit of losing remote controls between sofa cushions. I'm not a big fan of the
Fire TV interface, which forces you to side scroll through lists of apps or shows rather than presenting things in a grid view. Amazon also clogs the screen with ads for its own Prime Video offerings. Amazon, however, offers solid support for all popular streaming services, and allows you to monitor and access smart home
products, so you can call the doorbell ring on the screen to see who's in the door before you get up. Fire TV is great if you already rely on Alexa as the voice AI assistant of choice, but the lack of support for Google Play services is a big drawback to me. Great value for the top-end specs built into support alexa and
connected products Compact design Often discounted Amazon Remote features are the basic interface is not as smooth as the competition No support for Google Play services future proof option to stick! Fire TV Stick 4K is the perfect chromecast alternative for those already baked into the Alexa ecosystem. Source:
Apple's iMore is known for making high-quality technology products suitable for almost everyone, and this philosophy extends to the Apple TV 4K. You don't need to be baked into the Apple ecosystem to get good use out of this leaking box - although it obviously helps. For a start, Apple's tvOS is super easy to navigate
and supports all the most popular streaming services with an outlet that supports 4K HDR and Dolby Vision. Apple has also started offering its own media streaming service, Apple TV, and Apple TV is the easiest way to enjoy all original content in the comfort of your living room. The Apple TV 4K comes in 32GB or 64GB
options with no options for expandable memory. Most people will only do fine with less storage capacity - like a streaming window, the Apple TV won't download downloads A lot of video content directly on the field itself - but that can be a big factor to consider if your family intends to download and play titles from Apple
Arcade. The best support for Apple Perfect apps and services for mirror-playing content from Apple devices looks great in 4K with Dolby Vision tvOS optimized to be easy to use No Expandable Storage does not ship with Apple's HDMI cable top 4K stream boxes. This is the best streaming box made by Apple. For most,
32GB of memory will be a lot, especially if you're going to be primarily streaming content. Source: Android Central Roku is one of the leading brands in streaming devices, and it offers products of all sizes from full-fledged streaming boxes like Roku Ultra to pint-sized Roku Express. In order to find a better alternative to
Roku Chromecast, we will stick with the streaming stick. This streaming key hides behind the TV, offering support for 4K and HDR content. Unfortunately, Dolby Vision is not supported, but you get Dolby Atmos support for some apps. The Roku remote control is well and convenient to hold and allows you to search and
control the media using voice commands. It's not quite as complete as the Roku Ultra remote control, which includes a headphone jack for private viewing, but you can achieve the same effect with the Roku app on your smartphone. One of Roku's greatest strengths is the interface and the platform itself, which is easy to
navigate and offers great support for all major (and minor) digital media streaming services. There's a ton of free content available through the Roku Channel store that literally includes over 10,000 different listings, so you're sure to find endless entertainment for your family. Affordable option for streaming in 4K and HDR
Compact design with convenient remote channels Roku crowded with free user interface content easy to navigate No support Dolby Vision Remote lacks headphone jack You can't be value Roku Roku Streaming Stick is one of the most affordable ways to stream 4K content in your home. Source: Airtame Airtame
Wireless HDMI display adapter aimed at enterprise and educational crowds as well as far and farthest the most expensive product on our list - so much so that I can't recommend it for home entertainment. However, if you need mirror screens or need cloud-based device management, this is the product for you. Having
said that, it's definitely a great alternative to Chromecast if your goal is to wirelessly reflect the screen of almost any device you have. For businesses or teachers who may Using Chromecast in a conference room or classroom, Airtame just might be the perfect solution. It's really impressive how many devices are
supported by Airtame. You can wireless screen mirror from Mac, Windows, Chromebook, or or computer along with support for Android and iOS devices. So Airtame is a really compelling product - if you can afford it, that is. Works with almost any computer or mobile OS better security features than most Easy to set up
and use to submit groups Only supports HD 1080p video Stupid dear is not designed for entertainment Great for streaming in professional environment Ditch Chromecast in a classroom or conference room and get something more professional and safe. Every streaming box or key tries to assert itself as being-all-the-
end for home entertainment, but NVIDIA Shield TV (2019) is the closest thing to life before this hype. If you're looking for an alternative to Chromecast, NVIDIA Shield TV is just as easy to customize and use, being better suited as a hub for all your home entertainment needs. Not only is it a full full 4K streamer in an
incredibly sleek and compact package, but it also moonlights as an amazingly capable gaming console. Shield lets you experience the best that Android TV has to offer while keeping Chromecast us off. This is not the only option, however, and you may be swayed by Amazon or Apple's offerings if you are locked into
another technology ecosystem. For most Android users, Shield TV will be your best bet. Credits - Team that worked on this guide Mark Lagace with Apps and Games Editor Android Central. He was a gamer for most of his life and actually took a university course on video game theory - which he aced! You can contact
him on Twitter @spacelagace. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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